SEABA Executive Profiles 2017-18
Wenfeng (Vincent) Zhong - President
Prior to MBA, Vincent had more than ten years experience in the telecommunication
and semiconductor industry in multi-national companies. He holds one patent and has
one professional publication in his area. Vincent specializes in Finance and Strategic
Management in the MBA program. Outside school, he is a certificated scuba diver, a big
fan of travelling, and an enthusiastic foodie.

Youjia (Fanny) Xu - VP of Operations
Fanny is Schulich full time MBA student specializing in financial engineering. She gained
experience in public accounting in one of the Big Four accounting firms and other
diverse work experience including commercial banking and marketing prior to graduate
study. She also enjoys a variety of hobbies such as game of GO and basketball.

Ji (Tom) Wang – VP of External Affairs
Tom is a part-time Schulich MBA student and has been working in retail IT industry for
7 years. Before joined Asus Computer International, Tom had some diverse professional
experiences in restaurant and real estate as an entrepreneur and sales representative.
Tom holds a bachelor degree in IT and a Project Management Certificate. At leisure, Tom
likes to play badminton and golf, and he is also a car enthusiast.

Wenchao (Alex) Huang – VP of Internal Affairs
Before pursuing Schulich MBA, Alex had five years’ work experience in China
Development Bank, where he was involved in credit rating, loan analysing and internal
auditing. Alex enjoys a variety of sports such as hiking, table tennis and basketball. He
is also a photo and Chinese tea addict.

Qianqian (Nancy) Zhou –VP of Events & Alumni Relationship
Nancy Zhou is a Schulich MBA student specializing in finance and strategic
management. Prior entering to the MBA, she has 4 years of experience in automotive
and financial service industries. She obtained a bachelor degree from top universities in
China and is a CFA Level 2 candidate. In her free time, Nancy loves to play the guitar and
enjoys live music events.

Aimeng Sun- VP of Finance & Treasurer
Already holding an International BBA from Schulich, Aimeng is IMBA student and
specializes in finance. She has over three years full-time experience as a relationship
manager at Citibank in China, providing customized financial solutions to SMEs. Aimeng
has a good understanding of the business culture and etiquette in the East Asian market,
particularly the Chinese environment. She is a CFA (Chartered Financial Analyst) level III
candidate.

Wenhao (Albert) Zhong - VP of IT & Marketing
Albert is a Schulich Master of Finance student. He holds a bachelor degree in economics.
With research experience in China, coupled with the study at Schulich, he gained
expertise in valuation, risk management and data analysis. Albert wishes to land a career
in financial risk management or equity research.

